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1. Introduction
Explosive volcanic eruptions that inject large amounts of sulfur dioxide (SO2) into the stratosphere are 
major drivers of natural climate variability on multi-annual to decadal timescales (Myhre et al., 2013). The 
SO2 is converted to sulfate aerosol, which causes a radiative perturbation, or forcing, by scattering incoming 
shortwave radiation as well as absorbing near-infrared and infrared longwave radiation and leads to surface 
and tropospheric cooling. In order to understand and attribute climate variability on millennial timescales, 
Abstract Reconstructions of volcanic aerosol radiative forcing are required to understand past 
climate variability. Currently, reconstructions of pre-20th century volcanic forcing are derived from sulfate 
concentrations measured in polar ice cores, mainly using a relationship between the average ice-sheet 
sulfate deposition and stratospheric sulfate aerosol burden based on a single explosive eruption—the 
1991 eruption of Mt. Pinatubo. Here we estimate volcanic radiative forcings and associated uncertainty 
ranges from ice-core sulfate records of eight of the largest bipolar deposition signals in the last 2,500 years 
using statistical emulation of a perturbed parameter ensemble of aerosol-climate model simulations of 
explosive eruptions. Extensive sampling of different combinations of eruption source parameters using 
the emulators reveals that a very wide range of eruptions in different seasons with different sulfur dioxide 
emissions, eruption latitudes, and emission altitudes produce ice-sheet sulfate deposition consistent with 
ice-core records. Consequently, we find a large range in the volcanic forcing that can be directly attributed 
to the unknown eruption source parameters. We estimate that the uncertainty in volcanic forcing caused 
by many plausible eruption realizations leads to uncertainties in the global mean surface cooling of 
around 1°C for the largest unidentified historical eruptions. Our emulators are available online (https://
cemac.github.io/volcanic-forcing-deposition) where eruption realizations for given ice-sheet sulfate 
depositions can be explored.
Plain Language Summary Explosive volcanic eruptions inject sulfur into the atmosphere, 
forming sulfate particles that reflect sunlight and cause surface cooling. To understand past climate 
variability it is important to quantify the climate effects of historical eruptions. However, there are no 
direct observations of the sulfur emissions and cooling from eruptions that occurred hundreds of years 
ago, and volcanic climate effects must be inferred from indirect measurements. Volcanic sulfate is 
deposited onto Earth's surface and can be found in layers of polar ice. Ice-core sulfate records are used 
to identify the occurrence of past eruptions, and the size of the sulfate signals is used to estimate the 
amount of sulfate that was present in the atmosphere and consequently the climatic effect of the eruption. 
We explored the uncertainty in this calculation by using climate model simulations and novel statistics 
to infer the properties of eruptions that could lead to sulfate deposition that matches that from ice-core 
records. We found there are many eruption scenarios that could lead to the same polar sulfate deposition 
but have different resulting magnitudes of surface cooling. Consequently, there is a large uncertainty in 
the climatic effect of historical eruptions, which affects our understanding of past climate variability.
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reconstructions of volcanic aerosol radiative forcing (RF) are therefore required (Crowley et al., 2008; He-
gerl et al., 2007; Sigl et al., 2015). The majority of climate models also rely on forcing reconstructions as 
opposed to volcanic SO2 emissions (Jungclaus et al., 2017; Schmidt et al., 2011). Accurate reconstructions 
of all climate forcing agents and an assessment of their uncertainties are vital to understand and evaluate 
past temperature changes on global and regional scales, to assess ocean heat uptake, which is critical for 
estimating future sea-level rise (Gregory et al., 2013), and ultimately to compare natural and anthropogenic 
drivers of climate variability.
Reconstructions of volcanic RF are uncertain because in-situ and remote-sensing measurements of erup-
tions do not exist before the 1963 eruption of Mt. Agung. When available in the modern era, SO2 emissions 
and stratospheric aerosol optical depth (SAOD) are derived from satellite retrievals (since ∼1979) (Carn 
et al., 2016) and ground-based optical measurements (since ∼1800s) (Sato et al., 1993; Stothers, 1996, 2001). 
When direct measurements are not available, volcanic forcing data sets are constructed based on sulfate 
concentration anomalies measured in polar ice cores. Alternatively, the injected mass of sulfur can be es-
timated from petrological and geochemical studies of eruption deposits (e.g., Devine et al., 1984; Metzner 
et al., 2014; Scaillet et al., 2003; Self et al., 2004; Vidal et al., 2016).
Sulfate measured in ice cores provides a record of volcanism with high temporal resolution over thousands 
of years (Sigl et al., 2014, 2015). However, several assumptions must be made to translate the record of 
sulfate anomalies into a record of RF. Established methods include using transfer functions to estimate 
hemispheric stratospheric sulfate aerosol burdens (i.e., the total mass of volcanic sulfate aerosol in the 
stratosphere of each hemisphere) (Gao et al., 2008; Sigl et al., 2015; Toohey & Sigl, 2017) or SAOD (Crowley 
& Unterman, 2013) from estimates of the average amount of sulfate deposited on each ice sheet. Transfer 
functions are derived from the ice-sheet deposition averages and observed stratospheric sulfate burden or 
SAOD following the 1991 eruption of Mt. Pinatubo, from estimates of radioactive material in the strato-
sphere and measured in ice cores following nuclear weapons testing in the 1950s and 1960s (Clausen & 
Hammer, 1988), or from climate model simulations (Gao et al., 2007).
Several factors can affect the relationship between ice-sheet sulfate deposition and stratospheric sulfate 
burdens and SAOD; therefore it is unlikely that these transfer functions are universally appropriate for 
eruptions other than 1991  Mt. Pinatubo. For example, sulfate deposition is modulated by the season of 
eruption (Gao et al., 2008; Toohey et al., 2013; Toohey, Kruger, et al., 2016), atmospheric variability (Rob-
ock & Free, 1995; Toohey et al., 2013), and the magnitude of the injection, which can alter atmospheric 
circulation (Toohey et al., 2013). In addition, the RF efficiency per unit mass of emitted sulfur falls with the 
magnitude of SO2 emission due to formation of larger sulfate aerosol particles (Pinto et al., 1989; Timmreck 
et al., 2010). The sulfate formation (e.g., size and amount) is also impacted by coincident emissions of other 
species such as water and halogens (e.g., LeGrande et al., 2016; Staunton-Sykes et al., 2021). Further un-
certainties are associated with the conversion of estimated sulfate aerosol burdens into SAOD and RF. For 
example, for the reconstruction of Gao et al. (2008), a linear scaling is applied between the sulfate aerosol 
burden and SAOD (Stothers, 1984). Other reconstructions scale ice-sheet sulfate deposition to SAOD based 
on this relationship after 1991 Mt. Pinatubo but attempt to account for changes in particle size for erup-
tions with larger SO2 emissions by applying an idealized 2/3 power scaling (Crowley & Unterman, 2013; 
Toohey & Sigl, 2017). SAOD can then be converted to RF using further conversion factors based on climate 
model simulations of the 1991 eruption of Mt. Pinatubo (Hansen et al., 2005). However, the relationship 
between SAOD and RF is uncertain because it depends on several factors that vary from eruption to erup-
tion such as the insolation, cloudiness and surface albedo (Andersson et al., 2015) and consequently the 
latitude and season of an eruption (Marshall et al., 2020), aerosol-cloud interactions (Gregory et al., 2016; 
Larson & Portman, 2016; Marshall et al., 2020; Schmidt et al., 2018), the aerosol particle size distribution 
(Lacis et al., 1992), and the model configuration and radiative transfer schemes used to simulate eruptions 
(Hansen et al., 2005; Myhre et al., 2013; Wigley et al., 2005).
Simulations of the last millennium as part of the Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project phase 4 
(PMIP4past2k) use the prescribed SAOD timeseries “EVA(2k)” derived by Toohey and Sigl (2017), where 
the RF is calculated internally by each model (Jungclaus et al., 2017). The spatial and temporal evolution 
of the prescribed SAOD is based on a simple parameterized transport model, the Easy Volcanic Aerosol 
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eVolv2k reconstruction (Toohey & Sigl, 2017). The EVA model is calibrated against the measured evolu-
tion of stratospheric aerosol following the 1991 Mt. Pinatubo eruption and does not explicitly account for 
many microphysical, chemical and dynamical processes that occur following a volcanic eruption. Because 
many eruptions identified in ice-core sulfate records are unattributed, the eruption season and latitude 
must be estimated or arbitrarily assigned, which introduces further uncertainty because these factors affect 
the formation and transport of stratospheric sulfate aerosol and its deposition (Gao et al., 2008; Toohey 
et al., 2011, 2013). Eruptions are assumed to be tropical if simultaneous sulfate signals occur in both Antarc-
tica and Greenland (i.e., bipolar deposition signals) and are assigned to January if the season is unknown.
Overall, the difficulty with any reconstruction of RF is that it does not scale directly with the ice-sheet 
deposited sulfate. The magnitude of the forcing (integrated over time) depends on the global spread of the 
volcanic aerosol in the stratosphere, and the lifetime and microphysical properties of the aerosol (i.e., size, 
mass, and number of the aerosol particles). All of these depend on the emission strength, the altitude and 
latitude of emission and the eruption season, so-called “eruption source parameters” (Marshall et al., 2019). 
Consequently, for any observed ice-sheet volcanic sulfate deposition there is potentially a very wide range 
of equally plausible “eruption realizations”—that is, eruptions with different combinations of SO2 emis-
sion, eruption latitude, emission altitude, and eruption season that produce ice-sheet sulfate within the 
uncertainty of the measurements. These multiple eruption realizations will have a wide range of associated 
forcings.
Current estimates of volcanic forcing uncertainty account for multiple factors, but do not directly account 
for the effect of multiple plausible eruption realizations. Toohey and Sigl (2017) estimated the uncertainty 
on SO2 emissions greater than 20 Tg derived from ice-core sulfate composites to be around 15%–30% (1 
standard deviation [SD]) by considering uncertainties in the ice-core composites themselves and in the 
transfer functions. Hegerl et al. (2006) (see their supplementary material) estimated an overall uncertainty 
in past RF of 35% (1 SD) and an uncertainty of around 50% for individual volcanic eruptions (1 SD) based 
on uncertainties in the transfer function between ice-core sulfate and SAOD, in converting SAOD to RF, in 
the ice-core averaging and the variability of sulfur concentrations between ice cores. However, the possible 
range in RF has not yet been quantified by considering the range in plausible eruption realizations, rather 
than estimates of uncertainty derived from the calculation of the reconstructions themselves. Previous sen-
sitivity studies investigating the relationships between eruption source parameters and sulfate deposition 
have also been based on specific case-studies (Toohey, Kruger, et al., 2016) or at single latitudes (Toohey 
et al., 2013).
Here, we investigate and quantify comprehensively the uncertainty in volcanic aerosol RF derived from ice-
core sulfate records that is introduced by not knowing anything about the eruption other than the sulfate 
deposition. Using a state-of-the-art aerosol-climate model, we simulate a wide range of large-magnitude 
explosive eruptions and use the results to build statistical emulators (Marshall et al., 2019) that describe 
how sulfate deposition and time-integrated RF vary with eruption magnitude, eruption latitude, injection 
height, and eruption season. The emulators enable us to predict the sulfate deposition and RF for thousands 
of eruptions that we did not simulate directly. We determine the combinations of eruption source parame-
ters that produce ice-sheet sulfate deposition within the uncertainty range of measurements for eight of the 
largest deposition signals recorded in the last 2,500 years. We then estimate the range of RFs associated with 
these parameter combinations. Consequently, we calculate the RF and the associated uncertainty range of 
eruptions from ice-core sulfate records without making any assumptions about transfer functions and con-
versions factors, while also accounting for uncertainty in the sulfate deposition.
We describe the model setup and statistical emulation in Section  2 and examine the range in ice-sheet 
sulfate deposition across our simulations in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2, we constrain the eruption source 
parameters for eight of the largest bipolar deposition signals recorded in ice cores (Sigl et al., 2015) and ex-
amine the volcanic RF and temperature uncertainty in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, respectively. Section 4 contains 
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2. Methods
2.1. Model Simulations
Simulations of volcanic eruptions were performed with the UM-UKCA state-of-the-art interactive strat-
ospheric aerosol microphysics model (UK Hadley Centre Unified Model, HadGEM3-GA4 coupled with 
version 8.4 of the UK Chemistry and Aerosol scheme) as outlined in Marshall et al. (2019). The model has 
a horizontal resolution of 1.875° longitude by 1.25° latitude with 85 vertical levels up to 85 km and has an 
internally generated Quasi Biennial Oscillation (QBO) (Osprey et al., 2013). The simulations were atmos-
phere-only and free running, with year 2000 background conditions that included prescribed climatolog-
ical sea surface temperatures and sea ice extent (Reynolds et al., 2007). Nonvolcanic SO2 emissions were 
taken from the standard Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 5 emissions data set (Lamarque 
et al., 2010) and SO2 emissions from continuously degassing volcanoes were based on Andres and Kas-
gnoc (1998). UM-UKCA has been used extensively to model volcanic eruptions and has been well evaluated 
for the 1991 eruption of Mt. Pinatubo (Dhomse et al., 2014). The version of the model used here was also 
previously used with preindustrial conditions to simulate the 1815 eruption of Mt. Tambora in a multi-mod-
el comparison and performed well compared to the other models and to ice-core records of sulfate deposi-
tion (Marshall et al., 2018).
Aerosol processes were simulated using the Global Model of Aerosol Processes modal aerosol microphysics 
scheme (GLOMAP-mode) (Mann et al., 2010, 2012), with aerosol mass and number concentrations sim-
ulated using seven log-normal modes: nucleation-soluble (geometric mean radius, r < 5 nm), Aitken-sol-
uble (5 < r < 50 nm), accumulation-soluble (50 < r < 250 nm), coarse-soluble (r > 250 nm), Aitken-in-
soluble (5 < r < 50 nm), accumulation-insoluble (50 < r < 500 nm), and coarse-insoluble (r > 500 nm). 
GLOMAP-mode includes primary emissions, new particle formation, condensation, coagulation, cloud 
processing, sedimentation, and dry and wet deposition. Further details on these processes can be found in 
Mann et al. (2010). The radiation scheme computes the optical properties accounting for the mean radius 
of each mode, the refractive index of the mode based on its internally mixed composition and the water 
content (Bellouin et al., 2013). In the version used here, based on that of Dhomse et al. (2014), UM-UKCA 
includes stratospheric and tropospheric chemistry (Morgenstern et al., 2009; O'Connor et al., 2014) and 
aerosols, interactive sulfur chemistry, meteoric sulfuric particles, and aerosol radiative heating, which has 
been shown to influence volcanic plume dispersion and subsequent radiative effects (Aquila et al., 2012; 
Mann et al., 2015; Sekiya et al., 2016).
Two ensembles of simulations were conducted, each containing the same 41 eruptions with different values 
of three eruption source parameters: the mass of SO2 emitted, the eruption latitude, and the emission injec-
tion height. SO2 emissions ranged between 10 and 100 Tg of SO2, eruption latitude ranged between 80°S and 
80°N, and the bottom injection height varied between 15 and 25 km with a plume depth of 3 km (i.e., injec-
tions from 15–18 km to 25–28 km). One ensemble was performed for eruptions on January 1st and the other 
for eruptions on July 1st to examine the seasonal dependence of meridional stratospheric aerosol transport 
and sulfate deposition (the July ensemble is presented in Marshall et al., 2019). The values of the eruption 
source parameters for each ensemble simulation were selected using a “maximin” Latin hypercube design 
(Figure S1) to achieve good coverage of the three-dimensional parameter space (Lee et al., 2011; Morris & 
Mitchell, 1995). Each eruption (simulation) was initialized by injecting the SO2 into the grid boxes within 
the 3 km plume over 24 h on the first day of the month. Both ensembles were initialized during similar 
easterly QBO phases. A 9-year control simulation was also conducted without any volcanic perturbation. 
The ensemble simulations were run for three years post eruption, by which time the majority (at least 83%, 
mean = 92%) of the injected sulfur had been deposited as sulfate. Uncertainties in the deposition are ac-
counted for during statistical emulation, see Section 2.2.
The simulated sulfate deposited in each month (kg SO4 km−2) was calculated by summing the monthly 
mean dry and wet sulfate deposition flux components for each aerosol mode. The volcanic sulfate dep-
osition was determined by subtracting the climatological monthly mean sulfate deposition derived from 
the control simulation. These anomalies were integrated over the 3 years of each simulation to produce 
the total volcanic sulfate deposition. Time-integrated effective RF was similarly calculated by summing 
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the 3 years of the simulation. This metric consequently represents the cumulative impact of each eruption 
and we refer to it as the “time-integrated RF” in units of MJ m−2. Additionally, we also examine the 3-year 
time-integrated volcanic anomalies in global mean SAOD at 550 nm, which we refer to as “time-integrated 
SAOD.” SAOD is dimensionless, so time-integrated monthly SAOD has units of months. Radiative flux and 
SAOD anomalies were also derived with respect to climatological values from the control simulation.
2.2. Statistical Emulation
Statistical emulators are used as surrogate statistical representations of the UM-UKCA model output, which 
can be used to predict model output in a fraction of the time (seconds) compared to the simulations them-
selves (weeks). An emulator, trained on the model data, maps the input parameters (here the SO2 emission, 
eruption latitude, and injection height) to a model output (e.g., total sulfate deposited on Greenland) and 
can be used to predict that model output for any combination of the input parameters (within the bounds of 
the simulated ranges) that was not explicitly simulated. By sampling from an emulator thousands of times, a 
multi-dimensional response surface of the model output can be generated across the input parameter space, 
based on only a small set of model simulations used to train the emulator.
We generated four Gaussian process emulators (Johnson et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2011; O'Hagan, 2006) of the 
simulated deposition: total sulfate deposited on Greenland (ice-sheet mean) following eruptions in January 
and July, and total sulfate deposited on Antarctica (ice-sheet mean) following eruptions in January and 
July, and four Gaussian process emulators of the time-integrated RF and time-integrated SAOD for each 
season. Each emulator was constructed using R (RCoreTeam, 2017) and the DiceKriging package (Roustant 
et al., 2012). Following a Bayesian statistical approach, each model output response is assumed a priori to 
follow a Gaussian process, which is then updated with the information in the model data from 30 of the 41 
ensemble members, known as “training runs”, to generate a posterior Gaussian process that forms our em-
ulator. The emulators are built assuming a linear mean function that includes all parameters and a Matérn 
covariance structure (Rasmussen & Williams, 2006). In the Bayesian paradigm, these are prior specifica-
tions that are updated given the information in the training data. The posterior emulator is not restricted to 
be linear (i.e., the Gaussian process emulator does not assume linearity in the model output response that it 
represents). The nonlinearity in volcanic forcing that arises from the growth of aerosol particles that is ex-
plicitly simulated in UM-UKCA is therefore represented in the emulator, as shown by Marshall et al. (2019).
The emulator provides a mean prediction of the model output at any parameter combination in the pa-
rameter space along with an estimate of the variance in this prediction. These uncertainties increase with 
distance (in parameter space) from the training runs because there is less information on how the model 
output varies as a function of the input parameters. The remaining 11 simulations of each ensemble are 
used to validate the emulators (see below, and Figures S2 and S3) by comparing the emulator prediction 
(mean prediction and its uncertainty) for the parameter combinations of each simulation to the actual mod-
el output of each simulation (Bastos & O'Hagan, 2009).
We account for atmospheric variability within the emulators. This is necessary because the amount of sul-
fate deposited on the ice sheets is the result of a chain of several processes that includes the large-scale 
stratospheric transport of sulfate aerosol, stratosphere-troposphere exchange and deposition. The magni-
tude of sulfate deposition is therefore affected by variability in stratospheric circulation (e.g., because of the 
QBO and the polar vortices) and tropospheric meteorological variability. Sulfate is deposited under specific 
(but unknown) atmospheric conditions and is therefore unlikely to be accurately captured by any single 
climate model simulation. This uncertainty is normally addressed by varying the initial conditions in the 
model to generate a meteorological ensemble of simulations. Each of our simulations (in different parts of 
parameter space) are meteorologically different. Therefore, rather than running a meteorological ensemble 
at each point in parameter space, we account for the internal variability by adding a noise variance term 
when building the deposition emulators (Roustant et al., 2012). The variance term allows the emulator to 
vary more smoothly such that the mean emulator prediction does not have to pass exactly through each 
training point (Andrianakis & Challenor, 2012; Johnson et al., 2011; Salter & Williamson, 2016; William-
son et al., 2015). In this way, we can effectively characterize conventional ensemble variability in the con-
struction of the emulator with the emulator mean prediction reflecting a meteorological ensemble mean. 
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point and therefore reduces the computational cost of our experiment. A figure demonstrating this concept 
and further text are included in the supporting information (Figure S4, Text S1).
We chose to add a homogeneous noise variance term to each emulator with a magnitude of 10 kg SO4 km−2 
in Greenland and 2.5 kg SO4 km−2 in Antarctica. These values reflect our estimates of the SD of the dep-
osition over each ice sheet and assume the same variance in deposition for each training run. The values 
were chosen based on prior knowledge of deposition in Antarctica and Greenland from previous modeling 
studies and from the deposition variability in previous UM-UKCA simulations. For example, relative stand-
ard deviations (RSD) of 16% in Greenland and 9% in Antarctica due to the meteorological state have been 
estimated (Toohey & Sigl, 2017), based on ensembles of atmosphere-only simulations of eruptions with a 
range of SO2 emission magnitudes from 8.5 to 700 Tg (Toohey et al., 2013). Similarly, Gao et al. (2007) re-
ported ∼10%–20% differences in sulfate deposition over Greenland and Antarctica among ensemble mem-
bers following simulations of eruptions with SO2 injections ranging from 5 to 122 Tg. We found that across 
five meteorological ensemble members of atmosphere-only simulations of UM-UKCA of the eruption of 
Mt. Tambora (Marshall et al., 2018) (simulated during the easterly QBO phase), the SD of the Greenland 
deposition was ∼3 kg SO4 km−2 (RSD = ∼10%) and the SD of Antarctica deposition was ∼2 kg SO4 km−2 
(RSD = ∼9%). Given that the simulation of Mt. Tambora was initialized with a 60 Tg SO2 injection at the 
equator, it is reasonable that an average noise variance term for our ensemble with emissions spanning 10 
to 100 Tg SO2 and across both high and low latitudes, is higher. Regardless of the value of estimated noise, 
we found that the overall shape and pattern of the emulated surfaces remained the same, but the emulator 
validation was improved using the given values. We found that higher estimates of this noise variance led 
to poorer emulator validation and response surfaces with reduced variation in model output versus the 
eruption source parameters. These values remain a best-estimate and reflect the average variability in dep-
osition across the whole parameter space and across both seasons. Although it is possible to specify a heter-
ogeneous noise term, it is likely this would introduce greater uncertainty given a lack of information as to 
how internal variability terms may vary across the parameter space. Because our simulations use one set of 
prescribed SSTs, internal variability associated with ENSO is not included. Similarly, we do not investigate 
variability associated with different QBO phases.
The time-integrated RF and time-integrated SAOD emulators were built without noise because the global 
mean SAOD and RF signals have relatively low variability compared to the deposition (they are not deter-
mined by tropospheric meteorology) and validation of the emulators was reasonable without an additional 
noise term.
Validation of the emulators is shown in Figures S2 and S3. The emulator predictions follow very close to 
the 1:1 line (marking a perfect prediction by the emulator) in all cases. The 95% confidence bounds on the 
emulator predictions are larger for the deposition emulators (Figure S2) compared to the SAOD and RF 
emulators (Figure S3) because the fit is more uncertain. Overall, the emulators are reasonable surrogates 
of the UM-UKCA output. Emulated response surfaces of the model outputs were produced by sampling 
the predicted response of each emulator 1 million times over a three-dimensional grid generated with 100 
values of each eruption source parameter (covering the range in values simulated for each parameter).
3. Results
3.1. Simulated Ice-Sheet Sulfate Deposition
Figure 1 shows the 82-member UM-UKCA emulator training and validation data set of simulated Green-
land and Antarctica sulfate deposition (ice-sheet averages) against SO2 emission, eruption latitude, and 
injection height. The ice-sheet sulfate deposition is greater for eruptions with the largest SO2 emissions that 
are also close to each ice sheet since more aerosol is formed that is more likely to get deposited on the ice 
sheet due to its proximity. Because the deposition is dependent on both the SO2 emission and the eruption 
latitude, there are eruptions that are close to the ice sheets but have low deposition because the SO2 emis-
sion was low, and eruptions with high SO2 emissions but low deposition because they are far away from the 
ice sheet. We do not find an obvious relationship between the injection height of the SO2 emissions and the 
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On average, the deposition of sulfate (SO4) on Greenland is higher than on Antarctica. The maximum dep-
osition on Greenland of 149 kg km−2 occurs for a January eruption at 79°N, with a SO2 emission of 84 Tg. 
The maximum simulated Antarctica deposition of 65 kg km−2 occurs for a July eruption at 72°S with a SO2 
emission of 98 Tg. Note that the Latin hypercube design on the training data set means that there are not 
equivalent eruptions in the northern and southern hemispheres. Lower deposition on Antarctica compared 
to Greenland was also found in a previous study of tropical eruptions (Toohey et al., 2013), most likely due 
to stronger meridional transport in the Northern Hemisphere (NH) and increased deposition because the 
NH is relatively more dynamically active than the Southern Hemisphere (SH). In the SH, the stronger polar 
vortex inhibits more poleward aerosol transport. The ice-sheet deposition will also vary with SO2 emission 
magnitude as particles grow larger and sediment more quickly out of the atmosphere such that they may 
be deposited before reaching the ice sheets, and because of stronger polar vortices arising from aerosol-in-
duced stratospheric heating (Toohey et al., 2013, 2014).
Deposition on Greenland is greater for tropical eruptions occurring in January (blue circles in Figure 1a) 
because more sulfate aerosol is transported to the NH via the Brewer Dobson Circulation (BDC), which 
is stronger in the winter hemisphere. Similarly, both total SH deposition (Figure  S5) and deposition on 
Antarctica from tropical eruptions is greater if they occur in July (red circles in Figure 1b) following the 
seasonal cycle of the BDC. For eruptions at latitudes greater than ∼30°N/S the total hemispheric deposition 
is similar between the seasons (Figure S5), however ice-sheet deposition varies between seasons, but is not 
consistently larger in either one. Differences in the ice-sheet deposition following eruptions in different 
seasons for mid-to-high latitude eruptions could be dependent on the SO2 emission magnitude, injection 
height, and seasonal variations in stratosphere-troposphere exchange and sulfate aerosol deposition rates in 





Figure 1. Time-integrated volcanic sulfate deposited on (a) Greenland (area-mean) and (b) Antarctica (area-mean) in each simulation versus the value of 
sulfur dioxide emission (left), eruption latitude (middle), and injection height (right) in that simulation. Volcanic deposited sulfate is calculated by subtracting 
the climatological deposited sulfate in the control from the deposited sulfate in each perturbed simulation. Deposition from the January eruptions are shown 
in blue and from the July eruptions in red. Northern hemisphere (NH) eruptions are shown by the closed circle markers; southern hemisphere (SH) eruptions 
are shown by the open markers. There are different scales on the y axes between (a) and (b). Injection height marks the middle of the 3-km deep plume (see 
Section 2). The horizontal gray dashed lines mark approximate thresholds above which a volcanic signal is deemed significant (20 kg SO4 km−2 on Greenland 
and 5 kg SO4 km−2 on Antarctica; see text for derivation).
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There is considerable scatter in the deposition values around zero for eruptions located at high latitudes in 
the opposite hemisphere to the ice sheet, which has implications for the detection and quantification of vol-
canic signals. Meteorological variability is the cause of this scatter, which can obscure or enhance the dep-
osition (i.e., the amount of background tropospheric-originating sulfate aerosol deposited on the ice sheets 
can be very different in the perturbed runs compared to the control climatology). As outlined in Section 2.2, 
we have estimated that the deposition values have a SD of 10 kg SO4 km−2 in Greenland and 2.5 kg SO4 km−2 
in Antarctica (i.e., a 2 SD uncertainty of 20 and 5 kg SO4 km−2 respectively). We have also quantified how 
high the integrated total could be due to internal variability alone in the absence of a volcanic eruption by 
examining the variability in 3-year integrated deposition in the control simulation compared to the control 
climatology and find maximum anomalies also of ∼20 kg SO4 km−2 for Greenland and ∼5 kg SO4 km−2 in 
Antarctica. Consequently, we define these values as thresholds above which a volcanic signal is deemed sig-
nificant (gray dashed lines Figure 1). For a few high-latitude eruptions, the deposition is very slightly above 
these thresholds. We do find that some sulfate aerosol can be transported globally for eruptions at latitudes 
as high as 79° but given the proximity to the threshold it is also possible that this is noise. There is more 
anthropogenic sulfate in the NH, which adds to the high meteorological variability simulated in Greenland 
deposition. Our analysis of a wide range of simulated eruptions highlights the inherent difficulty in detect-
ing and quantifying volcanic deposition anomalies in ice cores (e.g., Cole-Dai et al., 2000; Ferris et al., 2011).
3.2. Ice-Sheet Sulfate Deposition Predicted for Thousands of Eruptions
By replacing the UM-UKCA model with statistical emulators that describe how the ice-sheet deposition 
varies with SO2 emission, eruption latitude and injection height, we can predict the sulfate deposition for 
any eruption that we did not directly simulate within the bounds of our simulated ranges (see Section 2). 
The emulators, which are built for January and July eruptions separately, enable us to examine the relation-
ship between ice-sheet sulfate deposition and the eruption source parameters in unprecedented detail. This 
is because the emulated predictions describe how deposition varies continuously for all possible eruptions 
within the three-dimensional parameter space, effectively interpolating between the model output of the 
ensemble simulations. An example of the emulator surfaces is shown in Figure S6.
The combinations of eruption source parameters that lead to deposition within a measured range can be 
found by constraining the emulator predictions for all possible eruptions in the three-dimensional space. 
To illustrate the constraint procedure we take the emulated deposition and find the source parameters 
of eruptions that lead to the range in ice-sheet sulfate deposition derived from ice cores (Sigl et al., 2015) 
for the 1815 eruption of Mt. Tambora (Table 1). The 1815 Mt. Tambora eruption led to the so-called “year 
without a summer” (e.g., Raible et al., 2016) and remains the best test case since the eruption resulted in a 
large bipolar deposition signal. The constraint procedure is similar in concept to analysis by Toohey, Kruger, 
et al. (2016) who constrained the likely parameters for the 536 CE and 540 CE unattributed eruptions by 
comparing the simulated deposition in potential candidate eruptions with measured ice-sheet deposition. 
The difference from our approach is that they used the ratio of the ice-sheet sulfate deposition, while we use 
the absolute magnitude, and we use the emulators to generate a much larger set of candidate eruptions. The 
three-dimensional constrained parameter spaces for each eruption season (i.e., the eruptions that lead to 
sulfate deposition of 39.7 ± 10.4 kg km−2 in Greenland and 45.8 ± 5.3 kg km−2 in Antarctica) are shown in 
Figure 2a. The uncertainties on the emulator predictions (that the emulator itself derives) are accounted for 
during the constraint: a combination of parameters (i.e., an eruption realization) is retained if the interval 
of the emulator mean prediction plus or minus 1 SD overlaps with the uncertainty range of the ice-core-
derived sulfate deposition estimate for both ice sheets. The color in Figure 2 shows the emulated mean 
prediction of the time-integrated RF for each eruption and is explored in Section 3.3.
For an eruption occurring in January, the predicted deposition falls within both the Greenland and Antarc-
tica deposition uncertainty ranges only if the SO2 emission is between 75 and 100 Tg (our upper limit) and 
the latitude of the eruption is between 22°S and 56°S. All values of injection height when combined with 
these ranges of emission and latitude produce plausible deposition; therefore the injection height param-
eter remains unconstrained. For an eruption in July, only eruptions with SO2 emissions greater than 79 Tg 
and with a latitude between 6°S and 62°S can produce deposition that matches both ice-sheet constraints. 
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high latitude combinations are plausible; however note that constrained combinations at high latitudes 
should still be interpreted with caution given the role of internal variability (i.e., nonvolcanic sulfate dep-
osition) and the emulator uncertainty. To match the ice-sheet deposition for an eruption occurring at the 
latitude of Mt. Tambora (8°S), the eruption must occur in July and the SO2 emission must be greater than 
97 Tg (the emission altitude is also reduced to between 21.0 and 26.5 km). This emission is higher than the 
60 Tg estimate often used to simulate this eruption in climate models (Marshall et al., 2018; Zanchettin 
et al., 2016), but closer to petrological estimates (73–91 Tg) (Vidal et al., 2016). We have built emulators only 
for eruptions occurring on January 1st and July 1st, whereas Mt. Tambora erupted in April 1815. The pre-
dicted deposition is generally higher in Greenland for January eruptions, and higher in Antarctica for July 
eruptions (Figure S6) and deposition following an April eruption would also differ given seasonally varying 
stratospheric transport of sulfate aerosol and depositional processes (Gao et al., 2008). Furthermore, previ-
ous simulations of the 1815 eruption of Mt. Tambora using UM-UKCA with 60 Tg SO2 emitted at the equa-
tor showed that sulfate deposited on the ice sheets was roughly half that derived from ice-core estimates 
(Marshall et al., 2018). This indicates that either the SO2 emission used in the model was too low or that 
a structural error exists within the model resulting in a low bias in deposition. Background (nonvolcanic) 
sulfate deposition simulated in UM-UKCA was found to compare well to ice-core estimates.
Figures 2c and 2d show the constrained parameter space when the ice-core-derived estimates are divided 
by 2 to account for a potential bias in the model, although the lower scaled estimates are also more likely 
to be produced by noise (see Figure 1). For eruptions in January the SO2 emission now lies between 30 and 
78 Tg (a ∼20 Tg larger range than for the unscaled deposition where the emissions were capped at 100 Tg) 
and latitude between 12°S and 80°S. Any higher SO2 emission leads to too-high deposition compared to the 
scaled ice-core estimates. For eruptions in July, the SO2 emission ranges between 35 and 75 Tg and latitude 
between 4°N and 54°S, covering the latitude of Mt. Tambora. This indicates that even if a structural bias 
does exist in UM-UKCA, there is still a range of eruption source parameter combinations that can lead to 
the same ice-sheet deposited sulfate. The observationally plausible combinations also include the param-
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−426 100 ± 26 78 ± 21 119 ± 72
1258 90 ± 24 73 ± 9 119 ± 43
−44 101 ± 26 15 ± 4 −9 40 59 100 −357 −648 6 75 62 100 −280 −645 77 ± 45
1458 39 ± 10 64 ± 7 −64 −40 91 100 −287 −432 −67 −49 96 100 −249 −526 66 ± 19
540 61 ± 16 34 ± 4 −30 −11 73 100 −393 −618 −28 17 75 100 −400 −714 64 ± 31
1815 40 ± 10 46 ± 5 −56 −22 75 100 −287 −553 −62 −6 79 (97) 100 (100) −270 (−575) −687 (−685) 56 ± 18
1230 56 ± 15 23 ± 3 −20 −6 54 99 −362 −610 −17 19 53 100 −384 −702 48 ± 21
682 38 ± 10 39 ± 5 −40 −19 66 100 −342 −565 −54 −4 70 100 −292 −685 54 ± 19
574 38 ± 10 34 ± 4 −35 −15 59 100 −353 −570 −49 −1 63 100 −306 −685 48 ± 20
266 61 ± 16 11 ± 1 −11 11 39 87 −242 −594 2 36 37 88 −214 −568 44 ± 23
Note. Year (BCE/CE) is the onset of the deposition signal. Also included are the eVolv2k (Toohey & Sigl, 2017) SO2 emissions (plus or minus 2 SD uncertainty) 
(Tg of SO2). For all cases, the minimum and maximum plausible injection plumes were 15–18 km and 25–28 kma. The top two signals are unconstrained 
because they are outside of our parameter space. Although the latitude of 1815 Mt. Tambora is known, we keep the whole range in plausible parameters as 
an example for if the eruption had not been attributed. Values in parentheses indicate those retained for the latitude of Mt. Tambora only. Values have been 
rounded to the nearest integer.
aFor eruption realizations only at the latitude of Mt. Tambora, the injection altitude was constrained to 21.0–26.5 km.
Table 1 
Constrained Ranges in Sulfur Dioxide (SO2) Emission (Tg SO2), Eruption Latitude (°N), and Time-Integrated RF (MJ m−2) for the 10 Largest Bipolar Ice-Core-
Derived Sulfate Deposition Signals in Greenland and Antarctica (Sigl et al., 2015) (in Rank Order of Magnitude)
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For the 1991  Mt. Pinatubo sulfate deposition (no scaling, 21.4  ±  10.7  kg  km−2 in Greenland and 
11.1 ± 1.4 kg km−2 in Antarctica; Sigl et al., 2015) for July eruptions at 15°N (latitude of Mt. Pinatubo and 
month closest to the real eruption month of June), we return eruption realizations with SO2 emissions 
between 18 and 49 Tg and injection heights between 17.5 and 26.5 km (middle of the 3 km plume). The 
lower SO2 emission falls within the range of previous estimates (10–20  Tg; Guo et  al.,  2004; Timmreck 
et al., 2018), although is higher than the 10 to 14 Tg commonly used in models to simulate this eruption 
(Dhomse et al., 2014; Feinberg et al., 2019; Kleinschmitt et al., 2017; Mills et al., 2016, 2017; Sukhodolov 
et al., 2018). For this lower emission, the injection height must be around 26 km, also in line with observa-
tions (estimated peak SO2 was around 25–26 km; Guo et al., 2004; Read et al., 1993). The plausible parame-
ter space for eruptions only at 15°N is shown in Figure S7, alongside the plausible parameter space for the 




Figure 2. Constrained parameter space showing the combinations of sulfur dioxide (SO2) emission, eruption latitude, and injection height that result in the 
possible range of ice-core-derived sulfate deposition following 1815 Mt. Tambora from Sigl et al. (2015) for January (a) and July (b) eruptions. (c and d) show 
the constrained space if the ice-core-derived estimates are divided by 2 (to account for a potential bias in the model) for January and July eruptions, respectively. 
Parameter combinations are retained if the emulator mean prediction plus or minus 1 SD for both the Antarctica and Greenland deposition overlaps with the 
ice-core-derived ranges (Table 1). The constrained space is made up of scatter points of the retained parameter combinations and the color of each scatter point 
shows the corresponding emulator mean prediction of the time-integrated global mean radiative forcing (RF) representing the potential climatic impact for 
each of these eruptions. Injection height marks the middle of the 3-km-deep plume.
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3.3. Constraining Volcanic RF for the Largest Bipolar Deposition Signals
We now examine the full range of eruptions that could lead to the ice-core-derived sulfate deposition for 
eight of the ten largest bipolar signals in the last 2,500 years (Sigl et al., 2015), excluding the top two signals 
(426 BCE and 1257 CE Samalas), which are too large for the 100 Tg SO2 upper bound of our parameter 
space. Lower estimates of the emissions of these two eruptions do span emissions less than 100 Tg (Toohey 
& Sigl, 2017; Table 1), but we return no plausible eruptions, suggesting that the emissions were larger than 
100 Tg, also consistent with previous estimates (Gao et al., 2007; Oppenheimer, 2003; Vidal et al., 2016). Of 
the eight remaining signals we examine, only one has been unequivocally attributed to a known eruption, 
which is the 1815 eruption of Mt. Tambora. For each eruption realization retained in the constraint, we 
examine the time-integrated SAOD and the time-integrated RF predicted by these respective emulators 
to estimate the range in SAOD and forcing that is consistent with each deposition signal. Because we do 
not know for certain that a structural bias exists in UM-UKCA, we do not scale the deposition constraints, 
which may otherwise add an additional bias. By accounting for the emulator uncertainty on the deposition 
emulators (which also accounts for meteorological ensemble spread) and the uncertainty on the ice-sheet 
composite observations in the constraint procedure, we provide a conservative estimate of the range in 
eruption source parameter combinations and subsequently the range in time-integrated RF for the param-
eter space we have investigated.
Figures 3 and 4 show histograms of the constrained time-integrated SAOD and RF for the eruptions con-
sidered in this study. The frequency indicates the number of combinations of eruptions out of the 1 million 
sample points that are observationally plausible. The three-dimensional constrained parameter spaces as 
shown for the Tambora example in Figure 2 are shown in Figures S8 (January eruptions) and S9 (July erup-
tions) for each eruption, and the minimum and maximum values of each parameter are included in Table 1. 
Based on our model and the parameter ranges we investigate, there are very few combinations for the 1458 
CE deposition, suggesting that the SO2 emission also likely exceeds the 100 Tg bound of our parameter 
space. For the remaining deposition signals, many eruption realizations are retained with many different 
combinations of SO2 emission, eruption latitude and injection height (Table 1, Figures S8 and S9), which 
lead to a large range in the time-integrated SAOD and RF for both January and July eruptions (Figures 3 
and 4).
The largest range in time-integrated SAOD constrained for a single season is 8.6 months for a July 1815 Mt. 
Tambora-like eruption. Although we know the latitude of Mt. Tambora, we retain the whole range in the 
constrained set of parameter combinations to illustrate a case where the eruption had not been attributed. 
This range in SAOD translates into a time-integrated RF between −270 and −687 MJ m−2 (i.e., a range of 
417 MJ m−2). The largest range in time-integrated SAOD across the minimum and maximum constrained 
values from both seasons is also 8.6 months for 1815 Mt. Tambora due to the range across the July eruptions 
(the minimum and maximum SAOD values for January eruptions remain within the July values; Figure 3). 
The largest range across both seasons in time-integrated RF also occurs for the Mt. Tambora deposition due 
to the range across July eruptions (Figure 4). The RF distributions do not always match the SAOD distribu-
tions because the RF is also dependent on the insolation, surface albedo and cloud cover. This difference 
highlights the uncertainty associated with using a single factor to convert global mean SAOD to RF in previ-
ous reconstructions (e.g., Sigl et al., 2015). The smallest range across both seasons in time-integrated SAOD 
is 6.2 months and in time-integrated RF is −276 MJ m−2, both for the 1458 CE deposition. However, this 
small range only occurs because the eruption realizations were capped at 100 Tg of SO2.
The constrained time-integrated RF values are different for eruptions in different seasons because different 
combinations of parameters are plausible for each season and because, even for the same combinations of 
parameters, the RF can differ between seasons. Emulator-predicted time-integrated RF for eruptions across 
the three-dimensional parameter space and in both seasons are shown in Figure 5. The highest time-inte-
grated RF occurs for eruptions at the equator if they occur in July (Figure 5b), but for eruptions in January 
the highest forcing occurs for eruptions slightly south of the equator (Figure 5a). This is likely because of 
seasonal variations in the position and strength of the tropical pipe that controls the tropical confinement of 
aerosol and its hemispheric transport (Holton et al., 1995; Seviour et al., 2012) and subsequently affects the 
time-integrated RF. Mid-latitude eruptions also lead to stronger time-integrated RF if they occur in winter 
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and the higher aerosol burden subsequently coincides with peak summer insolation. More combinations 
are retained in total for the July eruptions (discounting 1458) and except for the 44 BCE and 266 CE depo-
sition, the time-integrated RF of the plausible July eruptions reach stronger values compared to the plau-
sible January eruptions. Compared to the January eruptions, the plausible July eruptions are either shifted 
toward or expanded into the NH or expanded further into both hemispheres, reaching stronger values of 
time-integrated RF near the equator (Figures S8 and S9). Tropical NH eruptions occurring in January would 
lead to higher Greenland deposition and lower Antarctic deposition because more aerosol is transported to 
the NH and deposition would fall outside of the ice-sheet constraints. The time-integrated RF also depends 




Figure 3. (a) Range and distributions of the emulator-predicted 3-year time-integrated global mean stratospheric aerosol optical depth (SAOD) (emulator 
mean) of observationally plausible eruption realizations for the eight bipolar deposition signals investigated (in rank order of magnitude). The red distribution 
is the time-integrated global mean SAOD for July eruptions and the blue distribution is for January eruptions. The frequency (Freq.) indicates the number of 
combinations of eruptions out of the 1 million sample points that are plausible. The vertical gray lines mark the time-integrated SAOD derived for each of these 
eruptions from the Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project phase 4 (PMIP4past2k) EVA(2k) data set using the medium and upper and lower estimates 
(2 SD) of the stratospheric sulfur dioxide (SO2) emissions. The year (BCE/CE) of the onset of each deposition signal is shown at the top of each panel and color-
coded depending on whether the constrained space is capped at 100 Tg. The title is gray if only the July eruptions are capped at 100 Tg, red if both January and 
July eruptions are capped at 100 Tg and black if neither of the sets of eruptions are capped at 100 Tg (there are no cases where the January eruptions are capped 
at 100 Tg but the July eruptions are not). (b) Range in the time-integrated global mean SAOD for all deposition signals from the January and July emulators (red 
and blue lines) and from EVA(2k) using the 2 SD estimates (gray lines). The circles mark the modal SAOD value of each of the constrained distributions taken 
from a kernel density estimate and the SAOD value from EVA(2k) using the median estimate of the stratospheric SO2 emission. The error bars remain uncapped 
for the emulator-predictions because these uncertainties will be larger given the 100 Tg bound of our parameter space and the emulator uncertainties. Because 
so few combinations of parameters are retained for July eruptions matching the 1458 deposition signals, this data is not shown in panel (b).
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are complex (see also discussion in Marshall et al., 2019), for example for emissions of 80 Tg SO2 the time-in-
tegrated forcing for eruptions near the equator is stronger for a July eruption compared to a January erup-
tion, but this is opposite for an SO2 emission of 20 Tg (Figure 5). Several of the plausible January eruptions 
also have combinations with slightly lower SO2 emissions than the July combinations (Table 1).
Following the 44 BCE and 266 CE eruptions, much more sulfate is deposited on Greenland than on Ant-
arctica (Greenland to Antarctica deposition ratios are 6.5 and 5.4, respectively, Figure 4) than the other 
eruptions (ratios are less than 2.4). Consequently, the plausible January eruptions are in the tropics and 
the plausible July eruptions are shifted toward the NH mid-latitudes (especially for 44 BCE) with the closer 
proximity of these eruptions to Greenland balancing the reduction in poleward transport due to being in the 
summer hemisphere. The range in plausible SO2 emissions remains similar between seasons for both cases 
and therefore the more similar time-integrated RF distributions for both seasons (compared to the other six 
eruptions), despite differences in eruption latitude, may also be because of differences in time-integrated 
RF related to large-scale transport, the position and strength of the tropical pipe, and insolation (Figure 5).
For all eight constrained deposition signals, the injection height across all plausible parameter combina-
tions is not constrained as all values of injection height are plausible when combined with different erup-
tion latitudes and SO2 emissions. However, for some combinations of SO2 emission and eruption latitude a 
narrower range of injection heights are plausible. Figure S8 shows that the January constrained parameter 
space is often sloped, with lower emissions that have the highest injection heights, and higher emissions 
with lower injection heights. The lack of constraint across all plausible combinations is important since the 
time-integrated RF is dependent on the injection height (Figure 5).
Our estimated midpoint values of plausible SO2 emissions for each eruption are generally higher than 




Figure 4. Range and distributions of the emulator-predicted 3-year time-integrated global mean radiative forcing (RF) (emulator mean) of observationally 
plausible eruption realizations for the eight deposition signals constrained in rank order of magnitude. The red distribution is the time-integrated global mean 
RF for July eruptions and the blue distribution is for January eruptions. The frequency (Freq.) indicates the number of combinations of eruptions out of the 1 
million sample points that are plausible. The year (BCE/CE) of the onset of each deposition signal is shown at the top of each panel and color-coded depending 
on whether the constrained space is capped at 100 Tg. The title is gray if only the July eruptions are capped at 100 Tg, red if both January and July eruptions 
are capped at 100 Tg and black if neither of the sets of eruptions are capped at 100 Tg. The Greenland (GL) to Antarctica (AA) deposition ratio is shown in the 
upper left corner. The x-axis is reversed to show stronger forcing toward the right.
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prescribed SAOD time series, EVA(2k) (Toohey & Sigl,  2017), although our lower estimates overlap the 
eVolv2k estimates (except for the 1458 CE deposition). The eVolv2k SO2 emissions were calculated from the 
ice-sheet sulfate deposition using transfer functions (see Section 1) and the uncertainty (2 SD) was estimat-
ed by considering random errors in the ice-core composites and in the transfer functions. For the 540 CE 
eruption, our plausible eruptions include the eruption latitude suggested by Toohey, Kruger, et al. (2016) 
(15°N) only if the eruption occurred in July, but do not include their estimated emission (50 Tg). For the 44 
BCE signal, our plausible eruptions include the latitude of the Okmok volcano in Alaska (53°N), suggested 
by McConnell et al. (2020) as the source, only if the eruption occurred in July.
The equivalent time-integrated SAOD for each of the eight eruptions from the EVA(2k) reconstruction 
are included in Figure 3 (vertical lines). We used three runs of EVA (with no background aerosol includ-
ed so that the SAOD represents the volcanic SAOD only) that were run using the lower-end, middle, and 
upper-end eVolv2k SO2 estimates and isolated our eruptions (upper and lower injections were calculated 
by summing or subtracting the two SD uncertainties from the middle best-estimate predictions). For each 
eruption, we summed the SAOD over 3  years to compare directly to the time-integrated SAOD derived 
from the UM-UKCA simulations. The SAOD time series for each of the eight eruptions from the EVA(2k) 
reconstruction are shown in Figure S10. Since our constrained SO2 emissions reach higher values than the 
eVolv2k estimates, it is not surprising that the time-integrated SAOD from EVA(2k) for each of the erup-
tions is toward the lower end, or in the case of the 1230 CE eruption, almost outside of our SAOD ranges 
(Figure 3). Assuming our model captures well the ice-sheet deposition and the aerosol optical properties, 




Figure 5. Emulated response surfaces of the time-integrated global mean radiative forcing (RF) at fixed sulfur dioxide emissions of 20, 45, and 80 Tg for 
January eruptions (a) and July eruptions (b) (as Figure 7 in Marshall et al., 2019 except RF is slightly smaller due to a difference in anomaly method: anomalies 
here are 36-month integrals with respect to a climatological background as opposed to a single paired control simulation). The contour plots show the emulator 
mean prediction of time-integrated RF against the latitude and injection height of the emissions for each of these emission magnitudes. The surface was built 
by sampling the emulator 1,600 times over a grid of 40 equally spaced values of the eruption latitude and injection height. The injection height values are the 
middle of the 3 km plume.
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3.4. Estimating the Uncertainty in the Global Mean Surface Temperature Response
The time-integrated RF has an uncertainty range (using the minimum and maximum values) of on average 
359 MJ m−2 for the eight historical eruptions and 371 MJ m−2 if excluding 1458. To put this uncertainty 
range in context, the time-integrated RF for the 1991 eruption of Mt. Pinatubo, which led to peak glob-
al cooling of ∼0.5°C (Dutton & Christy, 1992) has been estimated to be between −133 and −229 MJ m−2 
(Marshall et al., 2019) and is −203 MJ m−2 in the IPCC AR5 (Myhre et al., 2013) volcanic forcing series 
(integrated over 1991 to 1996). Our uncertainty range on the time-integrated RF of these eight eruptions 
therefore equates to approximately 2–3 times the total RF of 1991 Mt. Pinatubo. To estimate the range in 
global mean annual surface temperature response, we used the Finite Amplitude Impulse-Response simple 
climate-carbon-cycle model, FaIR (version 1.4, Smith et al., 2018). FaIR was run using the Representative 
Concentration Pathway 4.5 scenario (Meinshausen et al., 2011) and forced with the global post-eruption 
annual mean RF from each of the 82 perturbed parameter ensemble members starting in the year 2020 (we 
found that results were insensitive to the year of eruption emplacement). An example of the forcing and 
temperature anomaly simulated for one ensemble member is shown in Figure S11. The peak global mean 
annual surface cooling across the 82 simulations ranged between −0.1°C (for a January eruption at 62°N 
with an SO2 emission of 11 Tg) and −1.6°C (July eruption at 7°N and 92 Tg). We built two emulators of 
the peak surface cooling, which validated well (not shown). Following the same approach to constraining 
the RF (Section 3.3), we calculated the range in peak cooling for each of the deposition signals. Across all 
deposition signals the peak surface cooling for the plausible eruptions is between −0.5°C and −1.7°C. These 
anomalies are consistent with reconstructed summer temperature anomalies following large millennium 
eruptions from tree-ring reconstructions (Sigl et al., 2015; Stoffel et al., 2015). The range in peak cooling 
averaged across the seven eruptions constrained (excluding 1458) was 0.9°C (Figure S12).
4. Discussion
Using a wide range of aerosol climate model simulations of explosive eruptions, we have built statistical em-
ulators that describe how polar sulfate deposition, SAOD and RF depend on the SO2 injection magnitude, 
eruption latitude, injection altitude and eruption season. Using measured deposition constraints from ice 
cores we have explored the range of eruption realizations that could match the deposition constraints and 
examined the SAOD and RF of the plausible eruptions. These emulators can be explored by the interested 
reader using our online tool available at https://cemac.github.io/volcanic-forcing-deposition.
4.1. Comparison of Volcanic SAOD and Forcing Uncertainty With Previous Studies
Our results demonstrate that there is a large range in time-integrated volcanic SAOD and time-integrated 
RF from plausible eruptions that match ice-sheet sulfate deposition. Uncertainty associated with the forcing 
of past eruptions is not a new result, but our study is novel in the methodology used to quantify it, and our 
uncertainty can be explicitly attributed to unknown eruption source parameters. Compared to the PMIP-
4past2k EVA SAOD reconstruction our uncertainty ranges in time-integrated SAOD are higher (Figure 3b). 
For example, we derive an SAOD range of 8.3 months for the 682 CE eruption (across both January and July 
eruptions) whereas for EVA the range is 3.7 months. For unidentified eruptions, our estimates account for 
uncertainties in eruption latitude and injection altitude, as well as partially accounting for uncertainties in 
the season, that are not included in the EVA reconstructions.
For reconstructed SO2 emissions, we find that our estimates of the uncertainty ranges are fairly consistent 
with the ranges from the eVolv2k estimates (that are used by EVA to produce the SAOD) for the eruptions 
that are within our upper limit of 100 Tg (266 January and July and 1230 January), although the magnitude 
of our SO2 emissions are generally higher (Section 3.3); for 1230 January we derive a range in SO2 of 45 Tg 
versus 42 Tg from eVolv2k, and for 266, a range of 48 Tg for January and 51 Tg for July, versus 46 Tg from 
eVolv2k (Table 1). For the Mt. Pinatubo 1991 deposition signals, we also find that our constrained SO2 emis-
sions are at the higher end of the 10–20 Tg range derived from observations, which may suggest that our SO2 
emissions and consequently SAOD magnitude for the eight deposition signals are upper estimates. On the 
other hand, assuming our model is correct because we do still return plausible SO2 emissions in line with 
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these differences remain hard to reconcile. We have also only explored the time-integrated SAOD and have 
not considered the temporal evolution such as the peak SAOD and decay timescale. The uncertainty rang-
es in SO2 emissions that we derive are also consistent with modeling results by Toohey et al. (2013) who 
estimated an uncertainty of at least 25% in reconstructed sulfate aerosol burdens depending on whether a 
tropical eruption occurred in January or July. They demonstrated that ice-sheet deposition could be similar 
for eruptions of very different magnitudes, although higher than the emissions perturbed in this study, with 
equivalent Antarctica deposition simulated for a 170 Tg SO2 eruption in July and a 300 Tg SO2 eruption in 
January. Although Toohey et al. (2013) only considered eruptions at 15°N, they reported a plausible range 
of about 70 Tg in the SO2 emission of a 1257 Samalas-like eruption. Our constrained SO2 emissions would 
also be larger if we had simulated eruptions with emissions greater than 100 Tg.
The corresponding percentage uncertainties in time-integrated RF based on the minimum and maximum 
forcing for the three eruptions we have been able to constrain fully are ±26% (1230 January), ±42% (266 
January) and ±45% (266 July). Hegerl et al. (2006) suggested that RF for individual volcanic eruptions was 
uncertain by 50% (1 SD) based on implicitly accounting for uncertainties in the transfer function between 
ice-core sulfate and SAOD, in converting SAOD to RF, in the ice-core averaging and the variability of sul-
fur concentrations between ice cores. Although a direct comparison to this study is difficult since we have 
examined time-integrated forcing and the total range in forcing by explicitly accounting for unknown erup-
tion source parameters, it appears our uncertainty is less for these three eruptions.
Our uncertainty on the estimated surface temperature response to these large eruptions (on the order of 
1°C) is also consistent with simulations by Zanchettin et al. (2019) who also found peak cooling following 
1815 Tambora to differ by around 1°C when using the upper and lower estimates of the EVA SAOD.
4.2. Implications
Our constrained SO2 emissions are at the higher end of the eVolv2k estimates used to derive the PMIP-
4past2k EVA SAOD reconstruction, suggesting that the transfer functions used to link ice-sheet deposition 
fluxes and stratospheric sulfate burdens do not hold for eruptions with SO2 emissions larger than 1991 Mt. 
Pinatubo (in agreement with Toohey et al., 2013). Alternatively, there may be a structural bias in UM-UKCA 
that leads to too-low polar ice-sheet deposition. Regardless of the absolute magnitude, we show here that 
a large range of volcanic forcings for each deposition signal must be considered plausible given the wide 
range of eruption source parameter combinations that reproduce measured deposition anomalies.
A large range in volcanic forcing for past eruptions has important implications for understanding and at-
tributing climate variability on millennial timescales because different volcanic forcings will lead to dif-
ferent climate responses. Only one realization of EVA(2k) with the medium SO2 predictions is used in 
PMIP4past2k simulations, thus none of this uncertainty is accounted for. Our results also suggest there are 
many latitudes other than 0°N (to which unidentified eruptions leading to bipolar deposition signals are 
assigned) and outside of the tropics that could lead to the deposition signals. Furthermore, if the eruption 
occurred in January there is a higher likelihood that the eruption was south of the equator in the southern 
tropics to extratropics.
4.3. Limitations
An inherent difficulty in quantifying volcanic deposition anomalies in a model simulation is the effect of 
natural variability. It is possible that some of the observationally plausible parameter combinations that we 
identified, especially at high latitudes, could be false positives that arise due to variations in the nonvolcanic 
sulfate deposition. However, this ambiguity also applies to the real world (e.g., Ferris et al., 2011; Traufet-
ter et al., 2004). Most (except 44 BCE and 266 CE) of the ice-sheet deposition constraints we consider are 
large enough in magnitude that it is unlikely that these signals could be produced by nonvolcanic sulfate 
anomalies in our simulations (i.e., they are much greater than our thresholds of 20 kg SO4 km−2 on Green-
land and 5 kg SO4 km−2 on Antarctica [Figure 1]). Our results have revealed that many eruptions could be 
missed in the ice-core records, or the volcanic sulfate deposition could be overestimated because of internal 
variability and false attribution. Accounting for the emulator uncertainty due to using the emulator in place 
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design, we have not been able to separate this uncertainty from natural variability. This separation could be 
achieved in a follow-up study by conducting a small number of meteorological ensembles (i.e., with slightly 
perturbed starting conditions and different ENSO phases) for a set of eruptions at different points in our 
parameter space.
Our estimated RF uncertainty ranges are likely to be lower bounds for several reasons. Our SO2 emissions 
were capped at 100 Tg and we considered eruptions only in January and July, although it is possible that 
the simulated deposition in these seasons are end members such that the spread may be well estimated. We 
considered only 1 SD uncertainty on the emulator-predicted deposition during constraint (not more), and 
we did not include the emulator uncertainty on the SAOD and RF predictions, although this was found 
during validation to be very small. We also only considered eruptions during the easterly QBO phase. The 
QBO has an important role for the meridional transport out of the tropics (Barnes & Hofmann, 2001; Choi 
et al., 1998; Hitchman et al., 1994; Hommel et al., 2015; Punge et al., 2009) and its variability will therefore 
affect the volcanic sulfate deposition and that from nonvolcanic sources. Accounting for the variability in 
the QBO could lead to a larger number of plausible eruptions being retained or may help to reconcile the 
phases that may have occurred during these eruptions based on the match to ice-sheet deposition. The 
possible low bias in deposition following 1815 Tambora as simulated by our model could also be related to 
an incorrect QBO phase.
We have constrained eruptions from preindustrial sulfate deposition signals using simulations conduct-
ed with a present-day atmosphere, where the background nonvolcanic sulfur emissions and consequently 
sulfate deposition is higher and large-scale atmospheric circulation is faster. However, we find that our 
present-day July emulators predict deposition following a 1815 Mt. Tambora-like eruption that matches that 
from UM-UKCA simulations of Mt. Tambora in preindustrial conditions where the eruption was simulated 
in April (Marshall et al., 2018) and therefore this difference is unlikely to significantly impact our results.
5. Conclusions
We have explored the plausible eruption source parameters and the 3-year time-integrated global mean 
SAOD and 3-year time-integrated global mean RF of eruptions corresponding to eight of the largest bi-
polar ice-sheet sulfate deposition signals over the past 2,500 years, without relying on transfer functions 
and scaling factors derived from a single eruption. Instead, we have used a state-of-the-art aerosol-climate 
model and statistical emulation to predict the sulfate deposition for thousands of eruptions that we did not 
simulate directly, with any SO2 emission between 10 and 100 Tg, eruption latitude between 80°S and 80°N, 
and emission altitude between 15–18 km and 25–28 km.
Our results show that many quite different eruption realizations (i.e., eruptions with different combinations 
of SO2 emission, eruption latitude, emission altitude, and eruption season) are consistent with ice-core-de-
rived sulfate deposition records, leading to uncertainties in the time-integrated RF of ∼360 MJ m−2 and un-
certainties in the peak global mean annual surface temperature anomaly on the order of 1°C for the largest 
eruptions in the past 2,500 years. These estimated uncertainties are in agreement with previous statements 
on the uncertainty of past volcanic forcing (Hegerl et al., 2006; Toohey & Sigl, 2017) but are derived explic-
itly since we account for the range in plausible eruption realizations, rather than estimates of uncertainty 
derived from the calculation of the reconstructions themselves. We also find that extratropical eruptions 
could be responsible for many of these large bipolar deposition signals. Future work should continue to 
explore how high the eruption latitude could be and still result in a detectable (above natural variability) 
bipolar sulfate deposition signal.
For the two largest signals in the last 2,500 years (426 BCE Unidentified and 1258 CE Samalas), we do not 
return any plausible eruption realizations, which suggests that the SO2 emissions of these eruptions were 
greater than the 100 Tg bound of our parameter space. For the remaining eight deposition signals investi-
gated, the plausible eruption realizations have a large range in RF because there are many combinations 
of eruption latitude, SO2 emission, emission height, and season that produce ice-sheet sulfate deposition 
values that are within the uncertainty ranges of measured anomalies. These variations in eruption source 
parameters affect the amount of aerosol that is formed, the particle size distribution, the horizontal and 
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This study is a step forward in quantifying some of the uncertainty inherent in calculating the RF of past 
eruptions, as well as demonstrating the applicability and benefit of statistical emulators. Our approach has 
potential for further constraining volcanic forcing uncertainty of past eruptions. For example, future work 
should explore using larger ranges of eruption source parameters and multiple constraints such as the tem-
poral evolution of the ice-sheet sulfate deposition, proxy and instrumental records of surface temperature 
changes and ice-core sulfur isotope measurements that can be used to broadly constrain injection altitude 
(e.g., Burke et al., 2019). Extension of our approach to other aerosol-climate models would be vital in as-
sessing model uncertainties such as in the formation and transport of sulfate aerosol and depending on the 
results could enable some of the source parameters of these eruptions to be further constrained. However, 
given uncertainties in many of these records, it is likely that many eruption realizations would still be plau-
sible. The uncertainty in volcanic RF quantified here stems ultimately from the range of ice-core-derived 
sulfate deposition estimates. The larger this range, the higher the number of eruption realizations that pro-
duce plausible deposition. Therefore, future work to narrow the measurement uncertainty range will feed 
through to a reduced number of plausible eruption realizations and a narrower range of associated forcing 
estimates. Our approach could also be applied to more spatially resolved model outputs such as hemispher-
ic or regional forcing on which the climate response depends, and which are likely to have greater uncer-
tainties than estimated for the global mean.
Instead of using just one realization of the potential volcanic aerosol forcing, the uncertainty on these es-
timates should be accounted for in future model simulations by running several ensembles with different 
possible volcanic forcings to facilitate a more complete and robust understanding of millennial climate 
change.
Data Availability Statement
Summary model output of the time-integrated global mean SAOD, time-integrated RF, and Antarctica and 
Greenland sulfate deposition for each of the 82 model simulations are included in Table S1 and available at: 
https://catalogue.ceda.ac.uk/uuid/89cb57d9191b4b81965acb7f154c66df.
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